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Welcome and Thank you! Every Member Matters

WHY PTA MEMBERSHIP MATTERS:
MEMBERSHIP AWARDS, BENEFITS, AND INCENTIVES

EARLY BIRD CHALLENGE: UNITS WHO SUBMIT MEMBERSHIP DUES BY OCT 20, 2021, WILL BE ENTERED INTO A DRAWING FOR A $75.00 GIFT CARD.

MEMBERSHIP CHALLENGE: OCTOBER PUMPKIN CARVING & DECOEARTING CHALLENGE. SNAP A PHOTO AND SHARE IT WITH US BY OCT 31, 2021. THE WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED NOVEMBER 3RD VISIT OUR WEBSITE AND WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MASSPTA

MASSACHUSETTS PTA MEMBERSHIP

Annually, the Massachusetts PTA recognizes those local units who excel in membership achievement. Membership Awards and Submission Dates will be available on the Massachusetts PTA website as well as advertised on the Massachusetts PTA Facebook and monthly newsletter. Stay Connected.

Awards Eligibility: Must be a Unit in Good Standing - Current membership dues paid with membership list attached, updated bylaws (bylaws revised every 4 years), and current officers’ information submitted.

For more information contact: membership@masspta.org

Membership is your collective voice. Let’s PTA Together!

We would also like to encourage all units to consider having a membership chair. This person could share the value and benefits that both the state and National PTA provide. We would like to have virtual meetings with them to check in and see how we can be of help and to find out what your unit has been doing.

"PTA’s mission is to make every child’s potential a reality by engaging and empowering families and communities to advocate for all children."